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KOLONIERNA
News from the periphery.
We aren’t very good at updating you and the world about what is happening in the struggles against
colonialism and oppression. Here’s a short attempt to give you an overview anyways. There has been
an election in Sweden for every person above 18 with swedish ID-papers. They have chosen between
pest and cholera. An industrial social democrat is the new asshole in charge and another social
democrat is countryside- and saami-minister. You got a new set of people to hate!

**Antifascism**
The party of swedes have, despite their election
campaigns, got really bad election results, thanks
to att the antifascists on the streets! The cops have
still (sadly) credibility amongst swedes, (people
with papers and safe privileges). The police and the
military is still mainly there to serve the rich
against the poor. Without them injustice couldn’t
be tolerated. Their existence is making the return
of nazis possible.

!

The investigations for reasons behind arsons
against the homeless Rom people in Stockholm has
been dropped and restarted nonchalantly while the
people have been driven off their campsites by
cops. The only thing they got from Sweden is a
ticket to Romania. Romania is a country where
prostitution seems to be a good solution for young
girls to help their family from poverty. In swedish
radio several charity volunteers have been
interviewed while the heroes collecting money to
their families always are made invisible.

!

In Oktober Fortress Europe has been making a big
campaign to find all the heroes that has been lucky
enough they could flee into Europe against all
odds. The paperless have been hunted in the
subway under Mos Maiorum organized by Frontex
(Fortress Europe’s common border fascists). Also
an illegal register over asylum rights activists has
been discovered done by the cops (who is
surpriced). A.C.A.N.

!

Historically, economical injustice has led to
increasing racism and fascism. This could be one
background for the Sweden Democrats success in
the swedish election. The rich racists feel more
threatened (they should!) and poorer racists feel
mistreated by society and learn to kick down the
hierarchies.

Beyond right wing politics and increasing injustice
lies the more expensive raw material extraction as
a reason. Oil is a finite resource and it becomes
more expensive to extract every day. Oil requires
big colonialist military actions by USA, GB and
Sweden in the middle east. Oil extraction at sea
requires more expensive technology and is done
closer to the dangerous arctic sea. The blood of
modern civilization is getting expensive, so the
new era of fascism is here. But the resistance
against fascism is also growing.

!

The Nobel peace-price was given to Malala
Yousafzai from Pakistan who is fighting for girls
rights to go to school. She was shot in the head by
Talibans but survived. She is fighting for a great
thing but the peace price could also be seen as
making other things invisible: like USA’s attacks on
innocent civilians in Pakistan (one reason behind
the success of Talibans). The girl Nabila Rehman
has not gotten the same attention. Her family was
attacked and her grandmother killed by American
drones. Her story has to by highlighted as well. She
has after the attack been able to travel to USA to
ask the question: what did I do wrong? What did my
grandmother do to be killed by a US drone? Nabila
is also from Pakistan.

!

We will not let our humanity be suffering through
hard times, we will continue to struggle for all
peoples equal rights. Congrats Malala and we hope
Nabila is next!
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**Antisexism**
During election times Feministiskt Initiativ (F!)
has tried to suck up the antisexist movements
power as a grassroots movement. They didn’t
make it to the parliament but that can also be a
good thing because all parties in parliament
are assimilatet to become bourgeoisie (like the
social democrats, the left party and the green
party). Instead of making their own agenda, the
left and F! has reacted to the Swedish
democrat’s rascist propaganda, which has lead
to acceptance for the racist dialectic. As
antiracists we should ourselves make the
agenda and stop running after racists and the
rightwing to put out their fires. We know there
is fucking patriarchy and that the whole way we
see the world must be overturned, like all the
sexist structures in society and in ourselves.

!

That the antisexist struggle remains outside the
parliament is good, a grassroots movement
shall not be made quite by the force of politics
and compromising.

!

**Ojnare**
The case about the Ojnare forest is going to be
tried in court again, it’s the second instance.
It’s going to happen this spring 2015. SMA the
corp that already has a opencast limestone
quarry north east of Ojnare wants to expand to
twice its size. Nordkalk the other corp has
recently kicked out almost all their employes,
eventually to get sympathies in the court. Both
the corporations crimes against Ojnare is
going to be tried in the court, starting February
2015, and the conclusion shall include both
the quarries.

!

**Pajala, Kiruna, Blaiken & Svärtträsk**
In Pajala the corp northland Resources has
closed down all its’ mining activities for an
uncertain future. The prices for iron ore is so
low right now that the corporation is broke,
again. Even the state-owned LKAB is going bad,
their production is stable but the investments
payed for by the government is eating all the
profit. The low price for iron ore can also be
behind this. The mine in Pajala was going for
two years, a bit longer than the mines in
Blaiken and Svärtträsk (close to Storuman)
which have to be cleaned up after with
taxpayer money.

!

All of this is making an investment in a mine in
Gállok, Jokkmokk a bad idea. It would only mean
total destruction and more cleanup for the
taxpayers.
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**Gállok**
The local authorities has recently said no to a
mine in Gállok because the transports from and
to the mine would impact reindeer herding and
tourism too much. Recently Beowulf had a
meeting in Jokkmokk where the CEO from GB
attended, it was met by spontaneous protests.
The CEO of the swedish counterpart JIMAB
retired from his position while another person
was hired to the corp. This person has been
involved in a corporation active in Sierra Leone
and has been criticized that they have been
contributing to a genocide.

!

Forest in Jokkmokks common lands including
oldgrowth in Gállok has been granted permission
to be clearcut. A meeting between all parts has
been held according to the FSC certification. The
saami village Jåhkågaska, that has reindeer in
Gállok/Sarek has protested, but they don’t really
have a say. Now the forest could be cut anytime.

!

The recent days people from the mining corp.
has been collecting contaminated soil from the
area in Gállok.

!

**Norra Kärr**
The corp Tasman Metals has continued drilling
for rare earth elements (REE) outside Gränna.
Mines for REE are of the most poisonous kind
and has been environmental disasters when
opened in desserts. This mine is supposed to be
right next to the biggest freshwater reserve in
Sweden: Vättern. The idiotic proposition to open
a mine with all its waste sludge next to the lake
has made the investors sell their shares. No
investment usually means that something has to
happen to get investors back in the project.
Tasman has legal right to test mine until 2016.

!
!

This was a long update, but we hope it was
informative!

!

